Po w ak ad dy TOUCH
electric trolley

EQ U I P MENT



K ey te ch Electric trolley that matches your pace via a simple touch operation
Aimed at Golfers who want fuss-free controls and plenty of features
Ho w muc h £399.99 to £599.99, depending on the chosen battery

After stepping things up over the
last few years following the brand's
relaunch, PowaKaddy looks to have
again made great strides forward
with its latest Touch electric trolley.
As its name implies, the new
model starts moving and matches
your pace as soon as you place a
hand on the ambidextrous grip and
start walking.
It then continues to travel at the
same speed, even when you take
your hand off the handle. To make
the trolley stop, you just lightly hold
the grip and stop walking.
A clever LED display turns green
when the trolley is moving and then
red once it has stopped, while a
button beneath the handle provides
a discrete way to put it into standby
mode during lost ball hunts or when
waiting between shots.

Away from its headline feature,
new low-profile wheels with yellow
trims combine with yellow accents
at the front, on the rear diffuser and
on the handle for a modern look.
A number of popular PowaKaddy
features make a return, including
the Plug 'n' Play battery system
that houses a lithium battery and
eliminates fiddly connectors, a
USB charging port for powering
smartphones and a sleek,
lightweight chassis with a simple
three-way folding mechanism.
Available now, the Touch is
available in a Polar White or Classic
Black frame with yellow trim. Prices
range from £399.99 to £599.99 for
the extended lithium battery.

The trolley will
match your pace
hands-free as you
walk until you touch
the handle again
Lightweight chassis
and frame feature
a simple three-way
folding mechanism
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Golf Monthly tests all its
equipment exclusively
with the Foresight Sports
GC2 launch monitor
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